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July 27, 1998

The Honorable Jonathan Lippman
Chief Administrative Judge
Office of Court Administration
Agency Building 4
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12223

Re: Report 98-F-29

Dear Judge Lippman:

According to the State Comptroller's authority as set forth in Section 1, Article V of the State
Constitution and Section 8, Article 2 of the State Finance Law, we have reviewed the actions taken by
officials of the New York State Office of Court Administration (OCA) as of May 22, 1998 to
implement the recommendations in our prior audit, “Administration of Maintenance and Operations
Incentive Aid Program” (Report 96-S-23, issued March 26, 1997).  That audit examined OCA’s
compliance with the maintenance and operations (M&O) incentive aid component of the Court
Facilities Act of 1987.

Background

Under the Unified Court System, OCA is responsible for operating the city and county-level
courts.  However, responsibility for providing and maintaining the buildings and facilities housing the
courts is the responsibility of the respective local governments.  Although some localities meet that
obligation adequately, many do not.  To promote better upkeep of courtrooms and buildings, the State
Legislature passed the Court Facilities Act (Act) in 1987.  Among other things, the Act provides State
subsidies to local governments by reimbursing a portion of their court-related M&O costs on a lagged
basis.

To qualify for M&O incentive aid, localities must maintain court facilities in accordance with
standards set by the Unified Court System.  Under the original 1987 Act, a locality could receive
reimbursement for amounts ranging from 10 to 25 percent of its regular court facility M&O costs. An
amendment to the Act, effective April 1, 1998, changed the method of reimbursement and the expense
eligibility criteria.  The projected aid to be paid in 1998-99 for the M&O reimbursement and for
cleaning costs totals about $15 million. 
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Summary Conclusions

In our prior audit, we found varying degrees of compliance among the localities concerning
the proper maintenance of court facilities.  We also found a number of inaccuracies and issues relating
to State aid claims submitted by the localities for reimbursement of their M&O expenses.

In our follow-up review, we found that OCA is monitoring the cleaning and maintenance of
local facilities.  OCA has also clarified procedures for the identification of eligible court space and for
the claiming of overhead expenses.  In addition, OCA has reviewed and adjusted M&O claims, and
amended the original 1987 Act to address problems related to localities’ poor compliance with cleaning
and maintenance standards.   

Summary of Status of Implementation

OCA officials have fully implemented all five of our prior audit recommendations.

Follow-up Observations

Recommendations 1 and 2

Determine whether the problems reported in the quarterly inspection reports are resolved at
the local level to the satisfaction of the building committees and district offices.

Continue to monitor localities which have reported persistent facility care problems.  If these
problems are not resolved, then consider taking stronger action by withholding aid.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - Since our prior audit, OCA officials have continued to monitor cleaning and
maintenance activities at the localities and have worked with the localities to improve their
compliance with cleaning and maintenance standards stipulated in the Act.  During the prior
audit, five of seven localities reviewed were not complying with the standards.  At the time of
our follow-up review, only two of these localities were still not in compliance.  One major
cause of noncompliance is the lack of adequate capital facilities and OCA officials are
continuing to work with these localities to complete their capital plans.

On April 1, 1998, an amendment to the Act became effective and changed the State
reimbursement to localities for cleaning and maintenance.  The amendment provides for a 100
percent reimbursement for qualifying interior cleaning and maintenance expenses rather than
a 10-25% reimbursement of M&O costs.  Fewer qualified expenses are allowed under the
amendment, but they will be reimbursed at a higher rate so that the localities will receive a
larger reimbursement than under the original Act.  The program will operate on a contractual
basis between OCA and the localities.  It should provide a greater incentive for localities’ to
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comply with the Act and provide an easier mechanism for OCA to withhold reimbursement
if the localities do not meet the cleaning and maintenance standards.

Recommendation 3

Revise OCA instructions to clarify the process of properly identifying eligible court square
footage, particularly with regard to determining eligible county clerk space.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - OCA officials have revised instructions for identifying eligible square footage
and developed a new form for the calculation of eligible County Clerk space.  In addition, in
August 1997, OCA hired the Dormitory Authority to perform a space management survey of
every court building in the State.  This will result in an official and consistent base of
measurement statistics for all the localities in the State.

Recommendation 4

Follow up on the observations made in this report and make the necessary adjustments to
localities’ M&O claims.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - OCA officials reviewed the claims identified in the prior report.  They made
appropriate adjustments to the claims and aid amount including additional adjustments which
came to light during their review.

Recommendation 5

Clarify OCA instructions concerning the eligibility of claiming overhead expenses under the
M&O incentive aid program.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - OCA officials have clarified instructions concerning claiming of overhead
expenses by providing a fact-sheet related specifically to fringe benefits, department overhead
and indirect costs.  In addition, further clarification has been issued identifying the use of
established Federal or State indirect cost allocation rates or the use of an alternative method.

Major contributors to this report were Dianne Hart and Brian Lotz.

We would appreciate your response to this report within 30 days, indicating any action planned
or taken to address any unresolved matters discussed in this report.  
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We wish to thank OCA management and staff for the courtesies and cooperation extended to
our auditors during this review.
 

Very truly yours,

William P. Challice
Audit Director

cc: Robert L. King, DOB


